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Introduction: The ‘RNA world’ hypothesis suggests that RNA initially acted both as an infor-

mation carrier and a catalyst, functions that were subsequently carried out by DNA and proteins. 

In such a prebiotic world, catalytic RNA sets or networks could have acted as evolutionary units1-

3. However it is not immediately clear how such collective systems could evolve as several ingre-

dients are needed to start a Darwinian mode of evolution: reproduction with inheritance, variation 

and selection. Though many theoretical works explored evolutionary mechanisms with such net-

works2-6, there is a lack of empirical studies addressing these questions. In the current project, we 

are exploiting an experimental system derived from Azoarcus Group I intron where ribozymes are 

able to catalyze the formation of other ribozymes from smaller fragments7,8. As the catalytic rela-

tionship is directed and specific it allows us to create thousands of different catalytic RNA net-

works. To explore such a large network space, we have developed a high-throughput experimental 

set-up by combining droplet-microfluidics9 with next-generation sequencing where a combinato-

rial library of RNA networks in droplets can be studied at an unprecedented resolution. 

 

Figure 1 – Schematic representation of a high-throughput method to create a diverse library of RNA networks 

from the fragments of Azoarcus group I intron ribozyme. Using droplet-based microfluidics each of the network 

from the library can be analyzed at high-resuloution. 

Initial analysis suggest that both growth (amount of ribozymes formed) and composition (rela-

tive proportion of species or nodes) can be inferred solely from network topology. This will help 

us in addressing robustness and evolvability of such networks by mapping fitness (at a network or 

specific node level) on a large scale. Results will also reveal the experimental fitness landscape 

governing evolution processes with such systems. 
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